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SUMMARY 

For many plants in the remanufacturing sector, the chop saw process is the focal point of their 
business. Automation in the form of computer controlled chop saws, has promises of increased 
productivity, higher recovery in either yield or value and greater management control over the 
chop saw operation; factors which together can lead to improved competitiveness within the B.C. 
remanufacturing sector as well as in world markets. 

The objective of this report is to evaluate the relative merits of each method of chopping lumber, 
including manual chop saws, manual chop saws with decision aids, and computer-controlled chop 
saws that fully optimize component yields or values from input lumber. This report is based on 
information obtained by plant visits, published literature, sales brochures, and the author's own 
experience in lumber chopping operations. The different chop saw systems are described, the 
most common applications in B.C. are discussed, and perceived advantages and disadvantages are 
reviewed. 

In this investigation, it was found that 70% of remanufacturing plants do chop then- own lumber 
and of those, only 38% have computer-controlled chop saws witii 28% being the fully optimizing 
versions. Many are hesitant about the need for this technology believing manual systems are just 
as efficient and offer the same recovery values. Others could be persuaded to acquire this 
technology if the capital cost were to come down. Those remanufacmring plants that have adopted 
this technology, find that it has additional value in its ability to help manage their business by 
providing accurate, up-to-the-minute information about their incoming lumber counts, grade and 
recovery values. Manual chop saws witii decision aids are not currendy used in B.C., but may 
provide an opportunity to improve the performance of manual chop saw systems. Further study, 
including plant tests, would be required to determine under what circumstances each technology 
would be best to employ. 
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The objective of this study is to review the application of available chop saw technologies for the 
production of optimal component value and/or yield firom softwood lumber. 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

The recent mtroduction of optimizing technology for cross-cuttmg of boards (chop saw operation) 
has raised questions about the merit of this technology versus conventional manual systems in the 
British Columbia lumber remanufacturmg sector. 

This preliminary report will review what technology is available to chop and rip lumber. It will 
also review the extent to which this technology is utilized by the remanufacturing sector and 
provide a profile of those remanufacturers that presentiy possess this technology. The benefits, 
both tangible and intangible of different types of equipment, will be reviewed and discussed. 

3.0 STAFF 

D. Williams Secondary Wood Process Specialist 
Lumber Manufacturing Department 

4.0 METHODS 

Material for this report was obtained by: 

1. A survey of remanufacturing plants including visits to observe chop saw operations and 
discussions with plant management; 

2. Articles appearing in wood-related periodicals; 

3. Sales and other literature firom equipment suppliers; and, 

4. Examination of typical cutting lists from remanufacturing plants with and without an 
optimizing chop saw. 



5.0 BACKGROUND 

Many new softwood specialty products require processing of large boards into components of 
specific sizes and quality using cross-cutting operations. The cutting decisions are critical to 
maximizing yield and/or value of the finished product. Where the raw material processed consists 
of wide lumber stock, ripping to width may also be required. The focus of this report will be 
in the technology available to chop lumber. However, a brief overview will first be made of the 
technology available to optimally rip lumber to width and combinations of both chop and rip 
systems that approach the "cookie cutter" notion of cutting lumber. 

In the remanufacturing mdustry m B.C., the main purpose of chopping lumber is to produce 
cuttings of specified lengths and in the process remove any objectionable defects. However, some 
remanufacturers only go through the process of defect cutting, thus providing their customers with 
fingerjoint (FJ) blocks. 

Many remanufacturing operations tend to cut for value, whereby the operator looks for the 
longest, clear lengths present in a board. These clear lengths are either sold as clears or used in 
some specialty product such as for ladders, door jambs or other pattern product made from long 
lengths. The intermediate lengths of clear lumber are used for such products as window stock, 
garage door stock and for stair parts. Short lengths are generally used for fingerjoint blocks or 
for some specialty item of a proprietary nature. It is often the demand for the intermediate length 
of cuttings that drives the production cycle, wherein, the longer clear lengths and short FJ lengths 
are a by-product. 

The remanufacturers who have specific end products in mind and take the processing up to its 
final stage, tend to have cutting orders with little or no clear pull-outs being done. These 
operations cut for yield. The input lumber lengths and widths used tend to be more specific as 
certain lengths and widths tend to produce better yields for them. 

5.1 OPTIMAL RIPPING OF LUMBER 

Optimizing rip saws have recently been introduced to the secondary wood processing industry, 
most notably in the eastern hardwood sector and, in particular, the hardwood fiimiture industry. 
The reason why the hardwood industry has adopted this technology, is its ability to optimize rip 
widths fiom random width boards. Recently, many in the hardwood industry have changed their 
lumber processing method firom cross-cutting first to ripping first. This change has brought about 
a significant increase in yield as well as providing for an increase in long lengths of clear 
rippings. Many have accomplished ripping first by using a fixed arbor multi rip saw coupled to 
an overhead shadow or laser line projection system that is aligned to the exact position of the saw 
blades on the arbor. Boards are positioned relative to the shadow or laser lines in a manner that 



will minimize waste. These ripped lengths are glue-line quality and can be edge-glued without 
any further edge treatment. 

A second method uses a computerized optimizing system with a multi rip saw with computer-
controlled movable saw blades on its arbor to obtain optimal rip width combinations. This system 
is more conunonly used by western U.S. manufacturers to process wide width ponderosa pine 
boards for mouldings and millwork, where glue-lme quality edges is not an issue. 

Can this optimizing rip saw technology be applied to the remanufacturing industry in B.C.? 
Initially, the answer to this question is generally no. Most remanufacturers have to buy their shop 
grade lumber in typical dimension sizes (2x4, 2x6, etc.), not as wide boards. Few are able to 
have sawmills custom cut lumber to their own specifications. Blank or end product final size 
usually determines which width (nominal or actual) is best suited to process the order. As a 
result, the need to optimize by ripping is not usually present. 

6.0 CHOP SAW TECHNOLOGY - SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS 

Technology currendy available for use to chop lumber, ranging from the basic manually operated 
chop saw to the complete computer-controlled chop saw system, are described in the foUowmg 
three sub-sections of this report. 

6.1 MANUAL CHOP SAW 

The basic chop saw line consists of a number of manual chop saws (2 to 6) with incoming lumber 
brought to the operator by way of a descrambler coupled to either a chain conveyor or a slow-
moving wide belt conveyor. In some instances, the operators pull lumber from a bunk of lumber 
as no descrambler is used. All incoming lumber should be dried and surfaced, thus presentmg 
the operator with an opportunity to clearly see all the surface defects. All chop saws have a 
narrow infeed gravity conveyor to facilitate the ease of handling lumber. 

The chop saw itself is a relatively simple machine. (See Figure 1). Most chop saws operate with 
an up cutting saw blade that is activated by a foot pedal. The number of moving parts is 
minimal, thus the reliability of these machines is generally good. Adjustable stops mounted on 
a scaled bar (either Imperial, Metric or both) on the outfeed side of the saw are set at the desired 
lengths to be cut. The physical factors limiting the total number of lengths that can be cut at any 
one time are the number of adjustable stops available and space available on the floor to stack cut 
stock. However, the mental ability of the operator to optimize is limited. As a rule, most 
remanufacturers would not expect the operator to cut more than 13 different lengths. 
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The handling of the cut lumber after the chop saw operation is completed is performed by: 

1. The operator placing the cut pieces onto a conveyor that discharges onto a slowly rotatmg, 
large diameter, ckcular table, or 

2. Operators placing the cut pieces onto a slow-movmg wide belt conveyor. 

In both instances the sorters manually sort and stack the cut pieces on pallets by size and quality. 
The usual ratio of operators to sorters is about 2 to 1 for chop lines that cut various lengths, but 
this ratio drops to 1 to 1 when defect cutting is done exclusively. Waste is tossed either into a 
nearby bin or into a waste conveyor which takes it away to a bin located outside. 

There are more elaborate chop saw systems in use where the operators are positioned up on a 
platform allowmg gravity to be used to assist in the sorting of cut pieces, thus reducing the work 
load on the sorters. These systems are custom-built to meet the specifications of individual 
remanufacturing plants. 

Most chop saw lines cut lumber not only to various lengths, but in addition may have up to 3 
grades for each of these lengths. The grades are clear, tight-knot and re-rip. Fingerjoint pieces 
are produced to provide a use for short, clear and tight-knot pieces that would otherwise go into 
the chipper. Re-rip stock has to be fiirther processed (usually by a rip saw) to remove any edge 
defects. One method is to accumulate re-rip pieces for subsequent ripping at a straight line rip 
saw or as an alternative and more efficient method, to have the sawyer or sorter feed the re-rip 
pieces into a pre-set horizontal re-rip saw as they are produced. 

6.2 MANUAL CHOP SAW DECISION AIDS 

For those chop saw operations that cut for yield and usually follow a cutting order which calls 
for specific quantities for each length, the operator must preplan each cutting decision m order to 
get the most yield from a board. Back gauges in the form Of markers on the infeed side of the 
chop saw help the operator to do this as it tells him in advance what lengths or combination of 
lengths can best be obtained between the defects. Manual back gauges in the past have proven 
to be impracticable as each time a cut length was changed, a new set of combinations had to be 
worked out and the markers repositioned. 

Computer technology has recendy been applied to the back gauge concept, thereby allowing a 
microcomputer to control over 1,000 colour-coded light emitting diodes (L.E.D.) on a gauge 
mounted direcdy behind the chop saw infeed conveyor. These LED's correspond to the colour 
coded saw stops on the outfeed side of the saw. A key pad is used to enter up to six (6) lengths, 
the quality of lumber and the priority to assign to certain lengths. Recent advances to this 
technology incorporate the ability to give consideration to fingerjoint stock recovery. (See Figure 
2). 
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Figure 2. Manual Chop Saw with Decision Aid at Infeed of Saw. 



This technology enables smaller firms to take advantage of the optimizing ability of a computer, 
thus reducing the effects of havmg an inexperienced operator and short production runs. Though 
limited in total number of lengths that can be optunized, this back-gauge requures only a minimal 
capital investment. 

Computerized back-gauges could potentially have a use in cut to value saw operations as well. 
For long, clear lengths of lumber, it is obvious what the operator should do. However, when 
these clear lengths are in the intermediate length range and part values do not differ much, then 
the optimizing of lengths cut could be beneficial in terms of increased yield. This technology has 
not been used to date in B.C. according to the author's or manufacturer's knowledge. 

6.3 COMPUTER-CONTROLLED CHOP SAW 

This class of equipment has suppliers from the U.S., Germany, U.K., and Sweden, and it is one 
that is growing with the realization of what computer technology can do to reduce material and 
labour costs. 

The high cost of wood fibre lead, at least in part, to the development of the computer-controlled 
optimizing chop saws in order to extract the highest value and/or yield available. 

This technology had its North American introduction in the hardwood fiirniture industry, due m 
part, to the need to improve productivity in their rough mill operations as well as to address the 
lack of skilled labour in the critical chop saw operation. Additional incentive to use such systems 
was provided by the continual decrease in hardwood lumber quality and the relative high cost of 
hardwood lumber such as oak, walnut and cherry. It was not too long before this new technology 
was introduced into B.C. with its promise of high yields and productivity. Computer-controlled 
chop saws have been in a continual and rapid state of evolution since their introduction in the mid-
1970's. 

What follows will be a description of a typical computerized chop saw line followed by a 
discussion of current options available and their possible applications. 

As in the case of the manual chop saw line, all incoming lumber should be dried and surfaced 
(S4S or S2S). This surfacing presents the person doing the marking (marker) an opportunity to 
see clearly any defects existing in the lumber. The most efficient way to surface lumber is to do 
it in line with the chop saw line, thus reducing the need to handle the lumber twice. 

The lumber infeeding systems can be either automated or manual. (See Figure 3 for schematic of 
a typical fully automated chop saw line). The automated systems have lumber destackers firom 
which the lumber is transferred onto a chain conveyor which takes the lumber to the marking 
station. One of the advantages of chain conveyors is their ability to "bank" lumber if the next 
operation has a temporary slowdown. Manual feeding is accomplished by the marker who would 
normally have to handle the lumber to mark it for defects. 





The marker's task is to indicate on the incoming lumber the location of defects (as defined by 
management) and to grade each marked-off section of lumber usmg fluorescent crayon or invisible 
ink. The pattern of lines used varies with each manufacturer: therefore, it will not be dealt with 
here. 

Each board is then scanned for length, grade, defect location and width (optional) by a 
combination of a camera to sense the marks and a length measuring encoder. This information 
is used by the computer to instantly calculate the optimal cutting solution. The feed system to the 
saw then positions the board for each cut determined by the computer. 

Sorting of the cut pieces can be performed manually or automatically. Manual sorting is done in 
a similar fashion to that done on manual chop lines where the cut pieces are either dropped onto 
a large, rotating, circular table or a slow-moving, wide belt conveyor. In automatic sorting, the 
computer can be programmed to "kick out" certain lengths at each sorting station by means of 
pneumatically activated levers. The advantage of such a system is to eliminate the need for the 
sorter to grade all the cut pieces as the marker has previously performed this task. However, 
checks on the conformance of the most valuable grade ought to be performed by the sorter. The 
manufacturers of these machines make provisions that allow an automated material handling system 
to be added at a later date, if not in the original installation. 

The basic types of computerized chop saws fall into three general categories: 

1. Defect only 

2. Partial optimizing 

3. Full optimizing 

The defect only chop saw automatically chops lumber at the location of the marks placed on the 
boards. Such a machine would be used to produce FJ blocks in a high production environment. 
An automated infeed system would be required to keep the saw busy. However, lumber used for 
FJ blocks contains many more defects (being a lower grade), therefore, defect marking would have 
to be performed by 2 to 3 persons. Sorting, on the other hand, could be handled manually quite 
well, as only 2 grades of FJ blocks are produced (clear and tight-knot). 

A partial optimizing chop saw cuts out defects as indicated and can cut either 1 or 2 lengths or 
a variety of lengths from the remaining length of lumber. At this level of technology, no 
consideration is given to value or yield of the cut pieces. 

Full optimizing chop saws can be programmed to optimize in several different ways: 

1. Optimize according to maximum value (price) for one or more grades being cut. 

2. Optimize for minimum cutting losses (yield). 

3. Optimize to produce greatest priority lengths. 



4. Optimize for value and take re-rip or FJ lengths into consideration. 
(See Appendix I for typical Production Report from a Computer Controlled Chop 
Saw). 

Not all makes of computerized chop saws offer all these optimizing variations. The most common 
optimizing format for B.C. remanufacturers is optimizing for value with consideration given to 
FJ with re-rip stock being generated as a second grade. Other secondary wood processors, like 
fiimiture plants, do not require high value optimizing as their emphasis is on producing the correct 
quantity of cut lengths, therefore, they require optimizing for minimum cutting losses or highest 
yield. In both optimizing formats (value or yield), certam lengths can be given priority over other 
lengths and more of this length will be cut. Also, as the required number of parts of any given 
length is produced, that length is then dropped from fiirther consideration by the computer 
program. 

7.0 UTILIZATION OF CHOP SAW TECHNOLOGY IN B.C. 

The following summary of the utilization of chop saw technology is taken firom recent visits 
(Fall/Spring 1990/91) conducted by the author of remanufacturing and secondary wood processing 
plants in Coastal and Southem Interior B.C. For each of the operations visited, observations were 
made and discussions held on the type of system employed, the nature of the application, and 
advantages or disadvantages of either manual or optimizing systems from the viewpoint of the 
firm. 

7.1 CHOP SAW TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION 

The number and proportions of plants visited with chop saw lines is oudined in the following 
statistics: 

Number % of Total 

Remanufacturing plants visited (total) 30 100% 

Plants widi Chop Saw Lines 21 70% 

Number % of plants with Chop Saw Lines 

Plants with manual Chop Saw Line 13 62% 

Plants with computerized Chop Saw Lme 8 38% 

(Defect only) (2) (10%) 



7.2 TYPES OF APPLICATIONS IN B.C. PLANTS 

The majority of the operations with computerized chop saw systems in B.C. produce cut stock for 
the door, window and spindle marketplace. The first two markets are very competitive, therefore, 
with the productivity advantages that this technology provides in reduced staffmg and consistency 
of recovery values, the owners of these machines are able to meet the competition. The spindle 
market requires tight tolerances with respect to length of the cut stock. Therefore, to attain the 
needed accuracy feed speed (productivity) has to be sacrificed. 

Computerized chop saws are well suited for the production of fiimiture blanks and the author 
visited one such installation in B.C. In such a production environment, the cutting list would have 
a great variety of lengths, in fact, more than any manual operator could cut and optimize 
successfully. One of the most elaborate installations visited in the B.C. Interior used two 
computerized chop saws together with a high speed fingerjoint machine to produce fmgerjoint stud 
for the North American market. These two saws, though only performing defect cutting, are 
capable of full optimization should the need arise fiom changing product lines in future. 

Future applications will no doubt revolve around this technology's ability to handle more detailed 
(longer) cutting orders and provide management with additional flexibility and consistency in their 
daily chop saw operation. This technology will, no doubt, follow other C.N.C. machinery, in that 
it will become increasingly more affordable to the smaller wood processor. 

Manual chop lines are used in similar circumstances as computer-controlled chop saw lines, except 
for high production fiirniture blanks. Most applications visited by the author have good material 
handfing systems at the infeed end with a large, rotating round sorting table at the outfeed end. 
Only a few chop lines were used exclusively as a salvage operation for other larger mills. Most 
manual chop lines pulled long, clear lengths of lumber from the lumber being chopped. This 
upgrading of lumber is an integral part of their operation. The production of clear pull-outs was 
not always done on computerized chop saw lines. 

Manual chop saws incorporated within a panelling line provide a service that cannot be done by 
computerized chop saws. They are used to defect cut either resawn panelling or moulded panelling 
without damaging or marking it. As the panelling line is a labour-intensive operation in most 
panelling plants, (defect trimming, sorting bundles, strapping) computerized technology coupled 
to advanced material handling systems, will someday provide an increase in productivity in this 
area. 

7.2.1 Profile of Remanufacturing Plants with Computer-Controlled Chop Saws 

This section describes some typical B.C. remanufacturing plants that have successfully utilized 
computer-controlled chop saw technology. The 3 plants selected represent a cross-section of the 
remanufacturing sector from a large integrated forest products company to the small independent 
remanufacturer. 



Plant A 

• division of an integrated forest products company 

• cut for value chop line with FJ block production - no clear length pull-outs 

• #1 shop hemlock used for longer length cuttings with #l/#2 shop mix (85% #1) used for 
shorter length cuttmgs. 

• average lineal production of 18,000 to 20,000 feet per shift 

• average of 11 cut lengths per run 

• chop saw capable of full optunizing 

• automatic infeed system widi ample buffer capacity between marker and chop saw 

• automatic sorting of cut pieces 

• cut piece length up to 90 inches 

• two grades produced - clear and rerip 

Plant B 

• part of a group of companies 

• financial, technical and marketing aid available from odier group members 

• cut for yield chop line with FJ block production - no clear length pull-outs. 

• all cut stock fiirther processed in-house into its final form 

• chop saw capable of fiill optimizing 

• manual infeed system with in-line planer to S4S prior to marking - ample buffer capacity 
between marker and chop saw 

• automatic sorting of cut pieces 

• cut piece length up to 48 inches; longer lengths are purchased on a custom basis 

• high value end product ($2,400 per 1,000 MFBM) 



Plant C 

• independent remanufacturer 

• cut for value chop lme with clear length pull-outs and FJ block production 

• #1 and #2 shop hemlock mix (85% #1) used 

• average lineal production of 25,000 feet per shift 

• average of 15 cut lengths per run 

• chop saw capable of fiill optimizing 

• manual infeed with no buffer capacity between marking and the chop saw 

• cut piece length up to 192 inches (clear pull-out) 

• two grades produced - clear and rerip 

7.3 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF MANUAL AND COMPUTER-
CONTROLLED CHOP SAWS 

This portion of the report briefly summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the different 
chop saw technologies from the viewpoint of the firms visited. However, additional advantages 
as stated in sales brochures or other literature that the author deemed reasonable in a practical 
sense, have been added. 

7.3.1 Manual Chop Saw 

The main advantages of a manual chop saw are its relatively inexpensive cost and ease of 
maintenance. In a chop saw line with multiple manual chop saws, the downtime of any one saw 
may not significandy reduce the output of the entire line. Length accuracy is not affected by the 
length of the cut piece. 

The high dependency on human operators can lead to inconsistencies in productivity and in values 
or yield obtained from the cut lumber. Productivity can be affected by the physical fitness and 
healdi of the operator as well as by the size of the boards being cut. Value or yield can be 
affected by the operator's alertness and the training he has received. The operator, for his own 
sake, must always be conscious of safety as any mental lapse in hand and foot co-ordination could 
result in dismemberment. 



7.3.2 Manual Chop Saw Deci.sion Aids 

The advantage of this add-on decision aid is that it can allow an inexperienced operator to cut like 
one with years of experience. This is an easy-to-use system, with quick set-up features, hence, 
it is very effective m short-run situations. High demand or high value lengths can be given 
priority as can consideration be given to fingerjoint stock. Though untried on the West Coast, 
this relatively low-cost alternative m optimizing technology has been well received in other parts 
of the country. 

A disadvantage of this system is that operators can elect not to use the information provided by 
the gauge, hence, potential gains that this technology can provide are lost. The safety of the 
operator is still a concern in such a system. 

7.3.3 Computer-Controlled Chop Saw 

Those remanufacturers that possess this technology cite the following reasons for its acquisition: 

1. To experience this technology first-hand with the expectation that one day all 
factory lumber will be cut this way, 

2. Recovery improvement through optimization, 

3. Flexibility that a programmable computer can provide, 

4. Higher man-day productivity through reduced manpower, 

5. Consistency, day after day, in cutting for value or for yield, and, 

6. Safety - Nobody is close to the saw blade while it is operating. 

These expectations have been realized, more so for some than others, but this depends on the 
exact nature of the operation. One aspect of this technology that was not expected was that it can 
be a valuable tool in helping manage the business. With demands on management's time coming 
from sourcing adequate lumber supplies and in selling their product, little time is left to monitor 
the chop saw operation. For some remanufacturers this is a key element in their operation. The 
information provided by the computerized chop saw allows management to gain up-to-the-minute 
knowledge of how their chop line is performing with respect to: 

1. being on schedule 

2. attaining desired levels of value or yield with the cutting priorities as set, and 

3. checking on lumber grade as supplied by each mill. 



If required, correaive action can be talcen during a run. Results of cutting runs can be retained 
on a hard copy for fiiture reference and analysis. 

New advances in the computer's software allows management the ability to simulate changes in 
the optimizing criteria used to cut lumber. This is done by manipulating lumber input data 
Oumber grade, defect location, volume, lengths, etc.) collected during a previous run or during 
a dry run. This "what ir capability can lead to changes in cutting parameters that could increase 
the value or yield of the lumber. 

To operate and maintain a computer-controlled chop saw requires more skilled labour. The 
learning curve duration would also be longer than with other types of machmery. 

Disappointment with the earlier models of computer-controlled chop saws was primarily with the 
lower than predicted productivity levels, inadequate after sales service, lack of user friendly 
software and other problems associated with the emergence of new technology. Added to these 
problems was the high capital cost of acquiring such a system. Even today, some users consider 
it prudent to have a back-up manual chop saw line of 2 to 3 chop saws ready, just in case a 
problem is encountered. 

For some remanufacturers, the accuracy in cut length (mainly for long lengths) can create 
problems. This can be remedied in two ways. One is to slow the feed speed to the point that 
the desired accuracy is achieved. The other method is to include another operation to precision 
end trim such as, for example, a double end tenoner. 

8.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The chop saw line is the core of many remanufacturing operations in B.C.. For some fmns, it 
is all of their value-added efforts while for other firms, it is the start of a process for turning the 
commodity product, lumber, into high valued merchandisable products. 

Much can be done to improve any chop saw line by adding better material handling systems, and 
by installing a top/bottom surfacer to the start of the line to create product flow. 

Manual chop saws appear to be used effectively in small operations with short runs, defect only 
chopping operations and in defecting on panelling/siding lines. 

Decision aids on manual chop saws have not yet been used in B.C.. This technology shows 
promise of increasing recovery performance for a relatively modest capital cost. 

Computer-controlled chop saw systems are being used effectively by providing productivity and 
recovery gains as predicted. Those firms owning these systems find additional value in the 
computer's ability to provide up to the minute information on the performance criteria of the chop 
saw process. 



Many remanufacturers would consider acquiring this technology if the capital costs were lower. 
To meet the needs of these remanufacturers, smaller, less expensive computer-controlled chop saws 
are being brought onto the market as competition in this technology grows. Advances to this 
technology are being made contuiuously, the latest of which is vision scanning of defects, thus 
eliminating the need for a marker. 

Further study is requu-ed to test the effectiveness of decision aids for manual chop saws in a 
typical B.C. application. Finally, plant tests mvolvmg all three levels of technology could 
determine under what circumstances each technology would be best suited. 



APPENDIX 1 

Production Report from Computer-Controlled Chop Saw 



Production Beport 
Machine Mo. 1 
From: 
04-17-1991 
13:10tl9 
To: 
04-29-1991 
06:37:20 
Cutting B i l l : 

"•2XS FIR 

Orade: 1 : SELECT *1 
Length Width Pes Cut Lineal Voluae Totid value 
10.000 S.OOO 44 37 31 18.35 
14.000 5.000 43 50 - 42 B 26.75 
16.000 5.000 2B 37 31 20.52 
18.000 S.OOO 37 56 46 31.45 
21.000 5.000 23 40 34 23.80 
23.000 5.000 44 84 70 0 51.30 
25.000 5.000 203 423 352 « 264.31 
27.000 5.000 16 36 30 0 23.10 
29.000 5.000 56 135 113 0 89.10 
33.000 5.000 39 107 69 0 74.16 
39.000 5.000 66 215 179 0 159.06 
49.000 5.000 100 408 340 0 336.90 
62.000 S.OOO 5 34 28 0 37.58 
65.000 5.000 17 120 100 0 135.47 
97.000 5.000 12 97 81 0 118.82 

733 1,879 1,566 0 1410.70 
S.OOO" Finger Joint Blocks 

Total Pieces: 134 
Total Length: 1,132 
Volume: 79 
Total Value: 0 39.63 
Avsrage Length: 6.450 



Grade: 2 < STANDARD #2 
Length Width Pes Cut Lineal Volume Totejl value 
10.000 5.000 19 16 13 7.26 
14.000 5.000 17 20 17 9.76 
16.000 5.000 9 12 10 « 6.10 
18.000 5.000 4 6 5 3.15 
21.000 5.000 31 54 45 29.82 
23.000 5.000 8 15 13 « 8.69 
25.000 5,000 10 21 17 12.15 
27.000 5.000 7 16 13 0 9.45 
29.000 5.000 67 162 135 99.83 
39.000 5.000 76 247 206 8 172.90 
82.000 5.000 7 48 40 50.62 
85.000 5.000 28 198 165 6 214.87 
97.000 5.000 35 283 236 334.77 

318 1,098 915 959.38 
S.OOO* Finger Joint Block: * 

Total Pieces: 38 
Total Lengths 315 
Volume: 22 
Total Value: e 9.77 
Average Length: 8.291 

Grade: 3 : RIP 
Length Width Pes Cut Lineal Volume Tot^l value 
14.000 2.375 8 9 4 1.51 
18.000 2.375 10 15 6 8^ 2.67 
18.000 4.000 5 6 5 8 2.25 
21.000 4.000 3 . 5 4 . 8 1.68 
25.000 4.000 1 2 I 8 0.72 
27.000 4.000 4 9 6 8 3.24 
29.000 2.375 6 19 8 8 4.29 
29.000 4.000 5 12 8 8 4.51 
82.000 4.000 2 14 9 * 9.93 

46 93 51 0 ' 30.80 
5.000* Finger Joint Block: 

Total Pieces: 65 
Total Length: 634 
Volume: 44 
Total Value: 8 6.97 
Average Length: 9.755 



Gradet 4 : PLANE DOWN 
Langrh Uidth Pes Cut Lineal Volume Total value 
16.000 5.000 9 12 10 « 5.25 
18.000 5.000 2 3 3 4 1.36 
21.000 5.000 17 30 25 0 14.26 
23.000 5.000 2 4 3 « 1.90 
25.000 5.000 6 13 10 O 6.41 
27.000 5.000 2 5 4 « 2.38 
29.000 5.000 19 46 38 0 25.06 

57 113 93 0 56.62 
0.000" Finger Joint Block: 

Total Pieces: 15 
Total Length: 121 
Volume: 0 
Total Value: 0 3.02 
Average Length: 8.051 

Grade: 5 : FINGER JOINT 
0.000" Finger Joint Block: 

Total Pieces: 
Total Lengths 
Volume: 
Total Value: 
Average Length: 

13 
127 
0 
3.17 
9.770 



Grade: 6 : PITCH POCKET 
Length Width Pos Cut Lineal Volume Total value 
10.000 5.000 13 11 9 41 4.51 
14.000 5.000 3 4 3 « 1.57 
16.000 5.000 25 33 28 « 15.55 
16.000 5.000 8 12 10 8 5.80 
21.000 5.000 2 4 3 « 1.78 
23.000 5.000 9 17 14 8 9.05 
25.000 5.000 2 4 3 « 2.26 
27.000 5.000 3 7 6 • 3.77 
29.000 5.000 19 46 38 8 26.41 
82.000 5.000 41 280 233 8 284.83 
97.000 5.000 28 226 189 8 258.38 

153 644 536 8 613.91 
0.000" Finger Joint Block: 

Total Lineal Processed: >̂  4«S42 
Usable Wood, Lineal: Cw<kvr« a»̂ »«>»i»> 4,159 91.57X 
Total Lineal Produced: 4,035 
Lineal Yield, from Total: 66.85X 
Lineal Yield, from Usable: 97.03X 
Total Volume Processed: 3/785 
Total Volume Produced: 3,306 
Total CutStock Volume Produced: 3,161 
Total Cutstock Pieces: 1,307 
Total CutStock Length: 3,827 
Total Finger Joint Volume Produced: 145 
Total Finger Joint Block Pieces: 285 
Total Finger Joint Block Length: 2,504 
Finger Joint Block Average Length: 8.787 
Volume Yield, from Total: 87.3SX 
Volume Yield, from Usable: 95.40X 
Based on: Material Thickness: 2.000 
Total Value: ' 0 3,138.89 
Boards Processed: 516 
Total Saw Cuts: 2535 


